
LC2201-XX  –  WALL  1500W  RF
SWITCH

This is the Wall 1500W RF Switch. The radiant® collection is a
step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates that complement today’s homes.

This in-wall switch can easily control any non-dimmable load
or  device.  In  the  radiant®  style,  the  LC2201  shares  the
collection’s fit and finish for consistent color and clean,
low-profile design. Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and
dimmers integrate with Intuity Home Intelligence, for superior
and unified home control of your lights, security, audio,
comfort, and more.

Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws,  delivering  clean  looks  in  a  range  of  colors  and
metallic  finishes.  Put  more  modern  convenience  at  your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/lc2201-xx-wall-1500w-rf-switch/
https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/lc2201-xx-wall-1500w-rf-switch/
https://literitecontrols.com/radiant-by-legrand/


LC2203-XX  –  WALL  REMOTE  RF
SWITCH

This is the Wall Remote RF Switch. The radiant® collection is
a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates  that  complement  today’s  homes.The  Remote  RF  Switch
provides convenient control from multiple access points when
used in conjunction with a load-bearing RF switch (LC2201,
MRP7-W).

Legrand’s  RF  Lighting  Control  switches  and  dimmers  also
integrate with the Intuity home automation system by Legrand
for unified control of lights, security, audio, and more.

Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws,  delivering  clean  looks  in  a  range  of  colors  and
metallic  finishes.  Put  more  modern  convenience  at  your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/lc2203-xx-wall-remote-rf-switch/
https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/lc2203-xx-wall-remote-rf-switch/
https://literitecontrols.com/radiant-by-legrand/

